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The Class Size Paradox

By Associate Professor Boris Handal, Associate Professor Kevin Watson and Professor Marguerite Maher – The University of Notre Dame Australia.

For a society like Australia with a profound egalitarian drive, there is no greater aspiration than positioning education as the best vehicle to achieve individual and social prosperity. “We are all diminished when any of us are denied proper education,” said Gough Whitlam in 1969. And yet, after more than five decades, Australia is not ranked well in international studies like PISA and TIMSS, and the education gap among socio-economic strata is evident particularly for Indigenous students.

While many private schools advertise small class sizes attracting more financially secure parents, the question remains whether what matters is the actual number of students in a classroom or the quality of the teaching being delivered.

For decades teachers and parents on one side and bureaucrats on the other have argued differently about class size. Most teachers and parents believe class size should be commensurate with teacher ability to respond to the individual learning needs of each student. Hence, common sense would suggest the smaller the class, the better the outcomes. Bureaucrats, in turn, argue that major research studies do not prove that smaller class sizes have a strong impact in improving student academic performance as much as quality teaching.

“We are under instruction from the industrial commission to reduce the workload of teachers so that they can perform at the level that we expect them to,” said Labor education spokesperson Michelle O’Byrne earlier this year in an interview with the Hobart Mercury as part of the political debate on class size that regularly ignites in the media and stimulates public debate.

Does class size reduction improve student academic performance?
Research findings can be evaluated at two levels simultaneously: (a) what the reader actually reads and (b) how the reader integrates what they read with their ‘common sense’. The media, teachers and members of the general public as well as researchers read and interpret research in an attempt to confirm their ‘common sense’ expectations. Historically, the vast majority of early research on class size (1970s to 1990s) used numbers. The main findings were that the greatest increase in learning, as a result of being in a small class, occurred: in the early years of schooling; and when students were from a disadvantaged background. The three main large-scale studies were the Student-Teacher Achievement Ratio (STAR) project; the Student Achievement Guarantee in Education (SAGE) project; and the California Class Size Reduction Program (CSRP) (Watson, Handal, Maher & McGinty, 2015).

Researchers began to strongly voice their opinion that class size reductions should not be expected to improve student academic performance; and that the relationships between class size reductions and student improvement was relatively weak. They re-examined, re-thought and re-interpreted evaluations of previous studies. Studies during the 2000s and more recently have used mixed methods which included interviews and observations that enabled researchers to understand why and how class size reductions influenced student achievement (Handal, Maher & Watson, 2014).

Interestingly, most of the qualitative research occurred after the three aforementioned studies and concluded that class size had an organic effect on the dynamics of the classroom. Rather than focusing on the potential for increased computing skills to enhance student achievement these studies focused on both cognitive and affective gains like student-teacher interaction, student-student interaction, group work, classroom management and engagement (Mitchell & Mitchell, 1999; Stecher & Borhstedt, 2000).

More recently, John Hattie in his 2013 book ‘Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses relating to achievement’ reviewed a large number of existing studies to identify educational variables and their ‘effect size’ in enhancing student academic performance. After running a comprehensive review of past educational research projects Hattie concluded that the foremost variables were instruction-based while class size ranked 106th out of 138 variables scrutinised.

Hattie argues that it is not difficult to find evidence on both sides of the discussion about whether a reduction in class size leads to enhanced classroom learning or not. Hattie attempts to identify the reasons for the inconsistent findings about the effect of class size reductions and in so doing positions its influence in terms of other, interrelated, influences.

While smaller class sizes do not always translate into improvement in student achievement, the debate seems to come back to quality teaching. Studies on class size revealed that when teachers were given smaller classes they kept enacting pedagogies suitable for large classes, that is, they did not change the way they taught. In cases where reductions in class size had an effect, the improved academic performance of students was accompanied by professional development initiatives. Dedicated small class size strategies should promote help-seeking behaviours, differentiated teaching approaches, remedial instruction, non-routine learning activities requiring discovery and exploration, project work, field investigations, group work and collaborative learning.

Unlike other OECDs countries, the lack of empirical research on class size in Australia in the last decades is evident. More recently, research at The University of Notre Dame Australia has focused on the impact of class size on student achievement relative to other educational variables. The study interrogated data collected over five years from tests results associated with the Australian National Assessment Plan in Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN). Over 100 Sydney primary schools were involved. The findings showed that five factors influenced student achievement. In order of influence these factors were (a) gender, (b) Non-English speaking background, (c) calendar year testing conditions, (d) class size and (e) community and socio-educational advantage. In a related questionnaire study 1,119 teachers from
321 K-12 NSW public schools were unanimous in asserting the value of smaller classes in promoting student learning. However, the interview data, from the same study, showed that the majority teachers who said they changed their teaching strategies when teaching a small class were unable to articulate the small class teaching strategies they used. The exception was that some teachers said they used personalised instruction. In addition, most primary teachers were more likely than their secondary colleagues to show a preference for classes of 21 or more students whereas their secondary counterparts expressed a preference for less than twenty students. Interestingly, primary teachers indicated that small classes were of greater advantage for students from low socio-economic, ethnic, non-English speaking, Indigenous and rural backgrounds because they were able to cater for their specific learning needs. Both groups recommended small classes for low achievers. These results suggest that it is impossible to ascribe an optimal class size across the general student cohort in terms of age and socio-cultural diversity. Class size is certainly a nebulous construct which is difficult to frame through econometric models.

The Notre Dame researchers also interviewed 12 secondary mathematics teachers to understand what could be an optimal class size and to determine the variables that could determine its magnitude. Teachers indicated that a reduction in class size would benefit low achievers, increase classroom student engagement and promote the use of higher-order thinking learning tasks. Other teachers said that quality teaching, irrespective of class size is a better way to enhance student academic performance. For the purpose of the aforementioned studies, the term small class applied to classes with 20 or less students.

The bottom line is that class size in isolation is a small factor in increasing student academic performance. Class size reduction achieves its ‘effect size’ as an enabler of increased student achievement only when the desired pedagogies are implemented effectively. Small classes provide an opportunity for a more student-centred approach to teaching.

Class size reduction, while able to be investigated in its own right, can only be understood in the context of other school reforms that influence academic achievement such as new views about curriculum, emerging pedagogies, the introduction of standards-based testing and teaching quality. One emerging finding about class size research is that it tends to be socio-culturally and socio-economically dependent. It is not just studies about class size that need to be analysed, it is certainly a more complex phenomenon. In general, findings about class size need to be related to other variables and class size reductions alone cannot improve academic performance, hence mixed findings.

The main question remains: Can changing the way we teach increase student achievement without the huge expense of employing more teachers, providing more classrooms and schools as well of the additional management costs? In the meantime, economically selective schools may be attracting enrolments based on an inflated or rather ambiguous premise that reduced class size increases student academic performance.
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